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The Gallery at the Hong Kong Jockey Club designed by
dwp | design worldwide partnership Official Launch

The Hong Kong office of world-class architecture and interior design firm dwp | design
worldwide partnership (www.dwp.com) celebrated the launch of their design for The Gallery at
the Hong Kong Jockey Club, in Hong Kong recently.
Betting on excelled equestrian design and undergoing major works to upgrade their facilities,
the Hong Kong Jockey Club commissioned dwp to create a new racing themed venue, to appeal
to a younger, sophisticated urban clientele. This venue was intended as a key space in
transforming the race course into a new revitalized destination, attracting wider audiences. As
both a dining and betting venue, the project presented a challenge to combine these functions
in an environment that meets the standards and expectations of urban dining customers, yet is
simultaneously a playful engagement of the dynamic world of horse racing. dwp created a
stunning new look for The Gallery reception, restaurant, bar, lounge and facilities.

Pictured above (left to right): Mr Simon Wong – MD Eternal Systems, Mr. Dale Yeo – dwp, Miss Hong
Kong – Ms. Kate Tsui, Mr Richard Cheung- Executive Director The Hong Kong Jockey Club, Mr. Winfried
Engelbrecht-Bresges – CEO, The Hong Kong Jockey Club, Mr Zac Purton – Jockey, Mr Jason Chiu, CEO
Cherry Picks, and Mr Ricky Chu, CEO Gravatis.
Pictured below: The Gallery Bar, Hong Kong Jockey Club

Note to Editors: About dwp | architecture + interior design:
From small, voracious, entrepreneurial beginnings, since 1994, dwp has flourished into an awardwinning, one-stop integrated design service, with global reach. Even in the most challenging of locations,
over 450 multi-cultural professionals work together to deliver architecture, interior design, planning
consultancy and project management, across borders, to the highest international standards. With
currently 12 offices in 10 different countries, dwp presents its finest iconic designs time and again.
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